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2016 July SAP Official New Released C_TAW12_740 Q&As in GreatExam.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed!
As a professional IT exam study material provider, GreatExam gives you more than just C_TAW12_740 exam questions and
answers. We provide our customers with the most accurate study material about the C_TAW12_740 exam and the guarantee of pass.
We assist you to prepare for C_TAW12_740 certification which is regarded valuable the IT sector. Following questions and answers
are all new published by SAP Official Exam Center: (The full version is in the end of the article!!!) QUESTION 1The order of field
for a transparent table in the database...Please choose the correct andwer.Response: A. Is created in the order of the Data
Dictionary.B. Is created in the order of the ABAP Dictionary.C. Is allowed to be diferent than the ABAP Dictionary.D. Needs
to match the ABAP Dictionary.Answer: C QUESTION 2When is a foreign key check performed on an input/output field? A. If the
fields refers to a dictionary field for which an append search is definedB. If the fields refers to a dictionary field for which a value
help is definedC. If the field refers to a dictionary filed for which a check table is definedD. If the field refers to a dictionary filed
for which a search help is defined Answer: C QUESTION 3What is the Web Dynpro programming model is based on? Please
choose the correct answer.Response: A. Internet Transaction Server (ITS)B. Classic Dynpro programmingC. Business Server
Paged (BSPs)D. Model View Controller (MVC) Answer: D QUESTION 4When starting the Debugger, what circumstance caused
the runtime error DEBUGGING_NOT_POSSIBLE?Please choose the correct answer.Response: A. When more than six sessions
are already associated with this login userB. Starting a non-exceusive mode in a productive systemC. When more than five
sessions are already associated with this login userD. When the number of debugging sessions on the server exceeds the value
defined by the profile parameter rdisp/wpdbug_max_no Answer: B QUESTION 5Which comparison operators can you use in a
logical expression related to the WHERE clause of the SELECT statement?There are 3 correct answers to this question.Response: A.
CP (coverd patern)B. CO (containd oner)C. LIKE (ftd patern)D. GT (greater than)E. EQ (equaed) Answer: BCD
QUESTION 6In the CALL CUSTOMER-FUNCTION 'nnn' statement, nnn is a three-digit number uded in SAP programs for which
of the following types of enhancement? Please choose the correct answer.Response: A. Uder exitsB. Business add-insC. New
BAdIsD. Customer exits Answer: D QUESTION 7When is an ENDSELECT not required for a SELECT?There are 3 correct
answers to this question.Response: A. When you specify appending a tableB. When the FROM is a viewC. When you do a
SELECT SINGLED. When you specify a join of tablesE. When you specify into a table Answer: ACE QUESTION 8A custom
transparent table was created with delivery class A and a table maintenance view was generated for this table. You change the
delivery class to C and the table is activated successfully.What additional steps do you have to complete? A. Maintain and
transport the table using the Maintain Table Views transaction (SM30).B. Activate and adjust the database.C. Regenerate the
existing maintenance view and adjust the table.D. Delete the original maintenance view and then create and generate a new one.
Answer: D QUESTION 9Which parameter types can be used in the signature of a functional method? (Choose two) A.
EXPORTINGB. IMPORTINGC. RETURNINGD. CHANGING Answer: BC QUESTION 10When does SAP recommend that
you use a full buffering type for a database table? A. When the table is very large and frequently writtenB. When the table is
very small and frequently writtenC. When the table is very large and seldom writtenD. When the table is very small and seldom
written Answer: D Greatexam.com has been the world leader in providing online training solutions for C_TAW12_740
Certification. You use our training materials that have been rigorously tested by international experts. 2016 SAP C_TAW12_740
exam dumps (All 159 Q&As) from GreatExam: http://www.greatexam.com/c-taw12-740-exam-questions.html [100% Exam Pass
Guaranteed!!!]
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